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Turning system plans into practice - why work with us?

Our approach

▪ You have your system plans in place and now you need to deliver fast. Trying the same old 
approaches will not work – it’s time to do something different.

▪ Helping organisations turn their strategy into practice – that’s our bread and butter. Our 
expertise is sustainable change, not programme management. 

▪ System work is complicated. We know what makes a difference. We can help you 
simplify, measure and define what needs to look different and how to get there. 

▪ We don’t want to do it for you (we don’t think that works). We work alongside you
helping your teams to deliver and build capability. 

We can help you across a broad range 
of issues. Our core offers include:

Developing impactful system teams – an 
impactful one day team intervention that 
supports you to put the real issues on the 
table and make a step change in performance

Engaging your critical 100 leaders – a 
practical 2 day session that engages and sets 
up your critical leaders to deliver your system 
working agenda

System change bootcamp – a 5 day high 
impact team based intervention that supports 
system teams to work on live issues to 
develop impactful plans and approaches to 
deliver real system change

System-level workforce planning – a three 
day programme that provides tools and expert 
support to help you create focused system 
workforce plans.

“We have created a dynamic 

leadership team which has 

honesty at its core. We have 

progressed all the work streams 

of the Programme.”  

System team programme participant
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Sector 

experience: We 

work with 100s of 

health and local 

government 

organisations

Trusted partners

to the NHS 

Leadership 

Academy, the 

senior civil service 

and 98% of 

Fortune’s worlds 

most admired 

companies

Our research 

heritage dates 

back to 1943 and 

is grounded in the 

thinking of key 

academics on 

work and 

behaviour change.
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Turning system working into practice – our System 
Working Framework
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▪ 2. Realign around purpose

▪ Defining a common vision 

and values

▪ Defining the change and 

leadership ethos

▪ Developing an integrated 

operating model

1. Break the mould – look 

outside in

▪ Understanding the system 

from a user perspective

▪ Understanding different 

partners context

▪ Creating a shared 

understanding of the context

3. Rewire for system working

▪ Defining governance

▪ Aligning structures and accountability

▪ Creating a change plan

▪ Aligning work processes

▪ Redefining workforce and capability 

requirements

▪ Aligning performance and reward 

processes

4. Build new bonds

▪ Getting to know each other

▪ Building trust

▪ Defining ways of working

▪ Developing capabilities

5. Sustain and model the change

▪ Defining your starting point

▪ Telling the story

▪ Checking in on progress

▪ Sharing successes


